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Do you have a 
compelling vision for a 
story set in the past?

Get Started in Writing Historical Fiction 

is designed for anyone who wants to write 

in this genre of fiction, whatever their 

preoccupation or 'era'. Designed to build 

confidence and help fire up creativity, it 

is also an essential guide to mastering 

the practicalities of writing historical 

fiction, from where to start with research 

to how to capture the voices of the past. 

It carries the distinctive learning features 

of the flagship Teach Yourself Creative 

Writing series, with Snapshots designed 

to get you writing quickly, Key Idea to 

help crystallize thought, and a wealth 

of supplementary material, including a 

plotting grid, which will be indispensable 

for aspiring novelists.

For all publicity enquiries please contact Lyndsey Ng 
on lyndsey.ng@hodder.co.uk or 020 3122 6383.
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Why are you drawn 
to historical fiction?

Writers come to historical fiction for different reasons. This 
chapter explores what your reasons are, how you might 
therefore set about imagining and recreating places and 
times that you can’t have experienced directly, and how to 
get started on an actual story.
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Key idea: write what you want, and 
make us believe you know it
Have you ever been told that you should ‘write what you 
know’? That command has probably depressed you or made 
you cross. Many of us aren’t interested in writing explicitly 
about our direct experience, but for a story to work on the 
reader it needs to have a similar smell of authenticity, a sense 
of ‘reality’. In other words, if you want to write historical fiction, 
or, indeed, speculative, fantasy or science fiction, then the 
motto has to be, ‘Write what you want, and make us believe – 
at least while we’re reading – that you know it.’

Snapshot: all six senses
Settle yourself and, using a watch or a timer,
•	 spend one minute writing down everything that you can see
•	 then one minute writing down everything you can hear
•	 a minute of everything you can feel
•	 a minute of what you can smell
•	 a minute of taste
•	 and finally a minute of what’s called kinaesthesia: how your 

shoulder knows that you’ve got your head cocked to one 
side, the pressure between your knees where you’ve crossed 
them, the way the table-edge presses into your wrist.

It’s important that you do the senses in that order: sight – sound –  
touch – smell – taste – body sense, and that you don’t let yourself 
give up before each minute is up: patiently staying with not-
knowing-what-to-write is important because that’s when the 
creative mind gets a chance to work.

Now, close your eyes and imagine your way back into the historical 
time and place of a story you want to write. Don’t worry if you feel you 
don’t know it very well yet, just let your imagination rip. Open your 
eyes and do exactly the same exercise for that time and place.

Sara Sheridan
Sara Sheridan writes historical fiction based on real nineteenth-
century explorers, and historical crime.

‘The best historical stories capture the modern imagination 
because they are, in many senses, still current – part of a 
continuum. ... Writing historical fiction has many common 
traits with writing sci-fi or fantasy books. The past is another 
country – a very different world – and historical readers want 
to see, smell and touch what it was like living there.’

Why do you want to  
write fiction?
The most important thing about historical fiction is that it is fiction: 
a story of events that never happened, told ‘as if’ they did happen. 
Historians and biographers are bound by the constraints of what 
can be proved or assumed to have happened, but you have decided, 
already, that you don’t want to be bound that way. Fiction escapes 
from the confines of real life so that the reader can ‘come home’ with 
a new, wider sense of what it is to be human: to fear, laugh, cook, 
have sex, clean teeth, fight, go shopping, worship or dream. Fiction 
writers deal in the riches of what we imagine could have happened –  
what’s possible, or plausible, or even downright fantastical. So our 
job is to make our fiction so convincing that the reader ‘agrees to 
forget’ that none of this actually happened or, at least, we can’t know 
if it did.

“”
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Focus point: we experience the 
world through our bodies, with all 
six senses
Cognitive science explains that when we’re trying to decide 
whether something is true or not, we test it against our own 
physical and mental experience. So an important way of getting 
your reader to ‘agree to forget’ that this story isn’t actually ‘real’ 
is to engage their own sense-experience and use it to serve your 
story. You may not know, or need to know, the precise name of 
that rope far overhead at the top of the mizzen mast: you do  
need to evoke the scrubbed, salt-soaked deck-planks under  
our bare feet, and the way the ship’s movement keeps rolling  
us towards the side.

Why do you want to write 
historical fiction?
By definition you can’t have experienced the world you want to 
write, which makes it harder to imagine and recreate the lives in it. 
So why do you want to write historical fiction? To help you to make 
writerly choices, ask yourself what your reasons are:
•	 To explore lives that until recently weren’t recorded at all, or 

only by educated, white men: the lives of women, servants, 
children, immigrants, convicts, slaves, the marginal, the mad, the 
strange, the oppressed. (The Long Song by Andrea Levy)

•	 To explore the inner life and subjective experience of people 
whose outer life is well recorded: kings and queens, the rich and 
powerful, the famous and the infamous, men and women who 
shaped the worlds they knew, or discovered new ones. (Wolf 
Hall by Hilary Mantel)

•	 To evoke a famous event in history, and what it was like to live 
through it. (The Siege by Helen Dunmore)

•	 To explore the past lives you sense in old buildings and 
landscapes and bring them to full life. (Stone Angel by Barry 
Unsworth)

•	 To evoke a particular time in history which has a very strong 
atmosphere and dynamic which you want to capture. (Pure by 
Andrew Miller)

•	 To explore fundamental human drives, desires and dilemmas, 
by stepping away from the clutter and close-up familiarity of 
the modern world. (Rites of Passage by William Golding and its 
sequels in the ‘To the Ends of the Earth’ trilogy)

•	 To explore modern drives, desires and dilemmas, by stepping 
sideways from a specific modern world to look at how all humans 
are shaped by their circumstances. (Restoration by Rose Tremain)

•	 To write about sex and love with more at stake: with more 
barriers of law and custom before two people can get together; 
when there’s no contraception and no divorce; when everyone 
knows that Hell is waiting for sinners. (The Far Pavilions by M. 
M. Kaye)

•	 To write about violence and death when both are closer: when 
death is only a sword’s-length or witch’s curse away; when small 
wounds can kill you; when honour is sometimes more important 
than life; when you need a priest before you can die without 
fear. (Master and Commander by Patrick O’Brian)

•	 To work with gowns and breeches because they’re more fun than 
jeans and sweaters; to travel on horses or in chariots instead of 
cars and planes; to use unreliable human messengers instead of 
telephones or email. (The Grand Sophy by Georgette Heyer)

•	 To exploit the comic or satirical potential of casting what the 
reader knows of history into a modern tone: the Ancient Greek 
landlady who’s stingy with the bathwater, the Aztec warrior 
worried about his drooping star-rating. (The Walled Orchard by 
Tom Holt)

•	 To exploit the potential for magic and/or fantasy if you move 
away from the literal depiction of the modern world. Who 
knows what could have happened in the dark forests and on the 
high seas when witches stalked the earth? (Jonathan Strange & 
Mr Norrell by Susannah Clarke)
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Key idea: you can’t write what you 
don’t read and enjoy
We were all readers before we were writers and it’s that reading 
which has trained your instincts for how stories work, and wired 
you as a storyteller. But if you want to write a form or genre of 
story that you don’t already know, then you will need to acquire 
those instincts for it. If you don’t learn to love the genre (however 
much you also see its limitations), then readers who do love it 
will sense that straight away. So head down to the library or the 
bookshop, or fire up your ereader, and get reading. How does  
this kind of story work? What satisfactions does it offer the 
reader? What makes it lovable?

Write: evoke an historical place
Think about an historical place you’ve actually been to. Scribble 
down some notes, and perhaps dig out any souvenirs, to bring 
the memories up to the surface. Set aside your records, and 
start writing. Draw on your memory to write an evocation of the 
place: the physical, mental and emotional experience of being 
there, knowing that other lives were there before you. Remember 
to check in with all six senses, and if you find one of those lives 
coming alive, then let them on to the page.

Resist copying your notes straight into this piece: you’re trying 
to evoke the experience of being there as you would in a story, 
not inform us about the place like a tour guide. First-draft your 
evocation and set it aside, without revising or editing it for now.

Here and now, there and then
You’ve just been working with the relationship between your Here 
and Now, and the There and Then of the past, but for the characters 
in your historical fiction, the world you’re writing is their ‘here and 
now’. Your challenge is to create them and their world for the reader 

with the same vividness and immediacy as you easily would if you 
were writing about the world inside and outside your own front door.

Snapshot: what fictional stories 
might come from the historical 
place you’ve just evoked?
Make a few notes about several possibilities, however vague. 
Notice which stories might address universals: perhaps love, birth, 
jealousy, greed. And which of them are all about embodying an 
actual historical moment, turning point or real historical character? 
Are any of them both?

How might you shape your story?
In reading any fiction, we’ve ‘agreed to forget’ that the lives in the 
story never happened, and want to read as if the characters are 
‘real people’. So in most fiction the narrative never steps outside 
the boundaries of the main characters’ present moment, which is 
shaped by their immediate past and the future they hope for or 
fear. Even when novels such as A. S. Byatt’s Possession play games 
with the novel in our hands being a constructed thing and not a 
‘real’ story, the game only works while we’re enjoying the tension 
between feeling that these people are real and knowing that  
they’re not.

But fiction can’t help drawing on our sense that the Now of the 
story is a chunk cut from a longer continuum of time and life. Some 
stories end with a strong sense of repercussions looming in the 
future, and not just because the writer has a sequel in mind. Some 
follow more than one generation of a family or society. Some fiction 
works with real events that the reader knows had a sequel in real 
life, even though the characters can’t know. Some stories tell the 
story not in the normal order of time, but moving backwards as 
well as forwards, so that readers have to ‘assemble’ the actual order 
of events, and their connections, for themselves. Other novels again 
(although not so often short stories) weave together completely 
different strands of narrative, set perhaps in different centuries, to 
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make a parallel narrative. Counterfactual stories work with ‘What 
if?’: for example, Robert Harris’s Fatherland. We’ll explore different 
structures for your story further in Chapter 8.

Starting to write
As children, we write something down to be as nearly ‘right’ as we can 
manage: our minds try to get the ideas right and the words as correct 
as we go. Later, we learn to check it, then we learn the value of a first 
draft, which we’ll finally revise to be even more correct as a final draft. 
But ‘right’ and correctness are all about left-brain, logical, sequential 
orderliness and rules, and the creative self doesn’t work that way, any 
more than a small child who wants to run and jump and throw should 
be expected to conform to the offside rule. The creative imagination 
uses both sides of the brain in an a-rational way: seeing connections 
where there were none, growing images which make metaphorical 
but not literal sense, following wherever the story-mind wants to go, 
and digging in its word-hoard to express what’s being imagined. Even 
so, first drafts can be terribly depressing and therefore inhibiting, 
because they fall so short of the story that was in your head. Ernest 
Hemingway articulated that when he declared that every first draft, 
whatever the project, is terrible. Ann Lamott, in her classic guide for 
aspiring writers Bird by Bird, explains that this is simply an inevitable 
part of the process:

ann lamott
Ann Lamott is a novelist and non-fiction writer.

‘…shitty first drafts. All good writers write them. This is how 
they end up with good second drafts and terrific third drafts 
… I know some very great writers, writers you love who write 
beautifully and have made a great deal of money, and not one 
of them sits down routinely feeling wildly enthusiastic and 
confident.’

“”

Key idea: crazy first drafts
Lamott’s idea is very freeing for most writers. You don’t have to 
get this ‘right’, she is implying, because that can come later: you 
only have to get it written. Nor do you have to wait until you’re 
sure that you’ve got it all sorted out in your head, because you 
may never feel like that. Indeed, some writers prefer to think 
of their ‘first draft’ as what writing teacher Barbara Baig, in 
Becoming a Writer, calls a ‘zero draft’, which just gathers the 
material into a single document. Even more useful, I think, is 
to reckon that since this first draft doesn’t have to be ‘right’, 
it’s safe to let rip, as crazily as you like, without letting your 
‘Inner Editor’ stop the imagining to check or correct things. 
Uncensored, your creative brain is free to discover the most 
exciting possibilities in the richest words. Only in second draft 
do you let your Inner Editor back in, to make sure this rich, crazy 
muddle becomes something rich and un-muddled for readers.

Snapshot: reading like a writer
Pick one of your favourite historical novels and open it at random. 
Read the pair of pages you can see, and stop. If you’d just been given 
a copy of these two pages and never read the whole book, what 
would make you know this story is set in the past? And what makes a 
connection with the present? Which of these have those effects?

•	 the characters’ voices in dialogue or thoughts

•	 how the action, description, etc. are written, i.e. the ‘voice’ 
of the narrative

•	 any documents – letters, diaries, etc. – that are part of the story

•	 the setting: material things, clothes, food, technology, 
transport

•	 what the characters talk about: events and everyday life, 
beliefs and passions

•	 how characters behave towards one another

Do any of those elements feel ‘wrong’? Too modern, too clunkily 
ancient, the wrong historical period, or just plain old awkward? Do 
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Read the pair of pages you can see, and stop. If you’d just been given 
a copy of these two pages and never read the whole book, what 
would make you know this story is set in the past? And what makes a 
connection with the present? Which of these have those effects?

•	 the characters’ voices in dialogue or thoughts

•	 how the action, description, etc. are written, i.e. the ‘voice’ 
of the narrative

•	 any documents – letters, diaries, etc. – that are part of the story

•	 the setting: material things, clothes, food, technology, 
transport

•	 what the characters talk about: events and everyday life, 
beliefs and passions

•	 how characters behave towards one another

Do any of those elements feel ‘wrong’? Too modern, too clunkily 
ancient, the wrong historical period, or just plain old awkward? Do 
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you know the writer’s got it wrong or does it challenge something 
you thought was historical fact? Might that be deliberate on the 
part of the writer? Why?

Take a few lines of the writing which feel most strongly historical. 
What’s different from how they might be written in a novel set in 
modern times? The vocabulary? The grammar? The rhythm and 
syntax (word order)? The imagery? Maybe even the spellings? 
How much is the same as you’d find in a modern-set novel?

Focus point: we were all readers 
before we were writers
It’s reading which creates, shapes and fuels your writing. Writers 
still read immersively as children and most adults do, plunging 
into the story, but we also read analytically, as in the Snapshot 
exercise: consciously noticing and learning how writing works. 
It’s not just to help with future writing: we also go to good writers 
when the existing project has set us a challenge we don’t know 
how to tackle. Gradually, you learn to do both kinds of reading 
at once, and alter the balance depending on whether you want a 
darned good read or writerly ideas and inspiration.

Key idea: reading fuels writing
Reading non-fiction and fiction shows you worlds and times that 
you can’t experience directly, and so fills your hoard of voices, 
ideas, facts, images and emotions. What you read enters your 
creative stores and ‘composts down’, waiting for your own 
creative work to need it. But good writing also opens your eyes 
and ears and mind, ready for when you ‘come home’ to the real 
world. That extra awareness, that thinner skin, is something you 
have to cultivate as a writer. It’s the key to experiencing the world 
fully, and that’s the beginning of making the reader believe that 
you ‘know it’. So reading isn’t just training for writers, it’s also our 
rocket fuel.

Write: objects hold stories
Think of an historical object which you’ve never seen, but know 
would have existed. It might be a toy your German grandfather left 
behind when he came to England on the Kindertransport, or the 
dagger that Brutus used to assassinate Julius Caesar. Don’t look 
things up, and don’t worry about being accurate for now.

Bring the object to the front of your imagination and make notes 
to evoke its physical presence. Make sure you’ve checked in with 
all six senses including kinaesthesia (what’s it like to pick up, hold, 
throw, sit on?). Now start imagining outwards to one moment in its 
life, and keep jotting down notes. You probably first thought of the 
big moment – grandfather leaving the toy behind, Brutus holding 
the dagger – but our first thoughts are usually our default ideas: 
rather well worn or clichéd. So imagine further: where else might 
it have been? And where else again? Maybe your grandfather’s 
toy had been his grandmother’s. Maybe Brutus’s dagger had been 
captured from a Phoenician slave trader. Again, this is crazy first – 
draft stuff: let your imagination run.

When you’ve found an atmospheric place, start making notes. Is the 
object here old, or new? What’s around it? Again, go beyond your 
first thoughts to your second or third: are they more interesting? Who 
in this setting might have interacted with your object? Who else? 
Who loved it? Who hated it? Why? Pick one of those people: what 
did they do with this object? Hide it? Sell it? Buy another? Steal it? 
Destroy it? Give it away gladly? Give it away reluctantly? Who to?

Draft a story jumped off some of these ideas about how a 
character acts. Don’t worry about it being historically accurate or 
polished. This is a crazy first draft: a rough-hewn story complete 
with a beginning, a middle and an end.

Writing what you don’t  
(yet) know
Your early efforts at writing people and places that you know only 
from a book or two will inevitably be second-hand, and probably 
generalized and generic: you’re imitating another writer’s take on 
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those worlds. That’s why aspiring writers are told to ‘write what 
you know’, whether that’s your high street or your dreams, because 
that will have the authenticity of direct experience. It feels real 
to the reader, so they willingly forget to disbelieve. You could say 
that ‘what-you-know writing’ is the gold standard for that kind of 
convincingness.

When you write historical fiction, imagination brings researched 
facts alive, and research digs up things you’d never have imagined 
existed: you come to know those times and places so that your story 
has the same quality of first-handness.

Historians and biographers want to bring the worlds they write 
about alive too, of course: try reading writers such as Simon Schama 
or Juliet Gardiner (Wartime Britain, 1939–1945) to get a sense of 
just how well some do so. But good historians distinguish carefully 
and clearly, in the text, between what facts they can prove, what was 
recorded as fact at the time (which may not be proved, or even true), 
and what is the historian’s informed guesswork (which is another 
word for imaginative re-creation).

Historical novelists may do the same research and work with the 
same materials: compare Simon Schama’s history Citizens and 
Hilary Mantel’s novel A Place of Greater Safety and you’ll see 
what I mean. But we’re taking the different threads of knowledge, 
invention and research, and twisting and blending them together 
into a whole, single narrative. For that to happen, you must grant 
the researched material no special status, and no more importance, 
than anything else you already know or newly imagine: they must 
all ‘compost down’ together until your story starts needing them.

The other reason that aspiring writers are told to ‘write what you 
know’ is that beginner writers tend to start by writing versions 
of other writers’ fictional worlds, drawing on Georgette Heyer’s 
Regency or Ben Kane’s Rome. Terrific though they are, there’s a 
vast difference between researching a crime drama by watching cop 
shows, and by spending time in your local police station. Ben Kane’s 
Rome has already gone through one writer’s brain: not only do you 
not know what he’s invented and what is factually true, but it will 
be third-hand when it reaches your reader. The scent of authenticity 
has long gone.

deborah Swift
Deborah Swift writes historical fiction for adults and young 
adults.

‘The difference between a historical novel and historical non-
fiction is the difference between show and tell. Historians tell 
us what happened. Historical novels show us what happened, 
and what's more, force us to live it moment by moment.’

Snapshot: what do you need to 
know that you don’t know yet?
Almost any writing project needs some kind of research, even if 
it’s only walking down your high street. In historical fiction, the 
research you need for accuracy does matter, but the real reason 
for research is to help you write this world and these people ‘as if 
you know them’.

Go back to your (crazy) first draft of your story about an historical 
object. Jot down some of the things in the story that you ‘don’t 
know yet’. What might you need to imagine more fully, to develop 
this first draft into a story? What might you need to find out?

How might you get to know these things? Will the Internet or a 
book be enough? Who might be able to give you information or 
advice? Might you want to get hold of things written in the period 
of the story? Might you physically go somewhere to experience 
something directly?

Do some of the research. Did you find what you wanted? Did 
you find anything else that sparked ideas or was useful? Would a 
different research method have been more fruitful?

Showing and evoking; telling and 
Informing
‘Showing and Telling’ are the catch-all words for a very important 
idea in writing, and though you may have heard people say ‘Show, 

“”
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don’t tell’, no statement about writing could be more wrong-headed: 
writers need to do both. There is more on this in Chapter 6, but the 
basic idea is very straightforward.

In many ways a better word for Showing is Evoking: making the 
reader feel they’re in the imagined world. This is ‘feel’ as in smell, 
touch, see, hear, and so believe the actual physical, mental and 
emotional experience. As John Gardner says in The Art of Fiction, 
because humans test new things for truth by measuring them 
against their experience, writers get readers to read as if fiction were 
true by writing the immediate physical and emotional actions and 
experience of the characters: your rage beating in your ears, the 
wind whipping your cheeks, a beggar clutching at your enemy’s coat.

Telling might better be called Informing: conveying information 
and understanding, and covering the narrative ground. The narrator 
may be a character or an external narrator who’s telling the story in 
third person, and says things like, ‘Once upon a time’ to show where 
the story starts, relate how ‘That was the year the peasants made 
themselves into an army’, or ‘The mountains were smothered in fine, 
volcanic ash’. Telling means working with the larger needs of the 
storytelling and sometimes stepping back from the direct physical 
and mental experience.

Workshop: what have you got in 
your (crazy) first draft?

Choose either your evocation of an historical place or your 
story based on an historical object. If you possibly can, set the 
document to double-spacing and print it out. If you can’t print 
it out, set your word-processing program to ‘Track Changes’, 
so that you can see what changes you make.

Then read slowly and steadily through the piece, trying to 
experience the piece as a reader and recording your reactions: 
what feels good, and what doesn’t? My image for this is pinging 
a wine glass with a fingernail: if it’s whole, it rings sweetly and 
it gets a tick, if it’s cracked there’s a dull little clunk and I put 
a wiggly line underneath it. You might scribble a quick note 

about what’s wrong if you know straight away, but don’t let 
that divert you from reading steadily on. In other words, don’t 
try to change things yet, because in doing so you lose touch 
with the readerly experience of the piece.

Then go back to the beginning and start trying to understand 
why the things which work do work, and what’s going on with 
the bits that don’t. And I do mean ‘bits that don’t work’ because 
there’s no ‘wrong’ at first-draft stage, only placeholder-words 
waiting for when you find better ones.

•	 Where have you Shown? Was that the right choice 
here? How could you make the Showing more vivid and 
immediate in evoking the mental and physical moment?

•	 Where have you Told? Was that the right choice here? 
How could you make the Telling more compelling in how 
it draws the reader onwards into the story?

•	 What sort of shape does the piece have? Is there a bit 
too much beginning stuff, as you wrote your way into 
the story? Would it work better if you thinned out or 
even cut it?

•	 How does it finish? With a satisfying, rounded-out end? 
With an intriguing sense that another story might be 
starting up? A bit hastily or feebly as you ran out of 
steam or time?

•	 What challenges did this piece set you? How might you 
meet them? Is there research which would help?

Key idea: storytelling has a rhythm 
of telling and Showing
All storytelling has a rhythm of getting in close to the immediate 
physical and mental experience of characters – which for short 
we call Showing – and pulling out to narrate the overall ideas 
and events of the story, which for short we call Telling. A large 
part of the skill of storytelling is knowing which to do when, and 
how to move abruptly or smoothly to and fro between them.
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Focus point: know what kind of 
work you’re doing today
In the old days of typewriters and handwriting, writers knew at any 
moment whether they were making new words or revising existing 
ones. Now, with computers, everything always looks brand-new 
and perfect, you can fiddle with it for ever, and it’s horribly easy 
to get side-tracked. You’re trying to add new words or sort out 
a specific problem, but you keep seeing new things to change, 
re-changing things you changed yesterday, half-changing things, 
or forgetting to deal with the consequences elsewhere in the story. 
So it’s crucial to know, when you sit down, what job you’re doing 
today, and to stick to it until it’s done.

edit: revise your story to be  
as effective as possible
Take your marked-up first draft and start reworking it, taking into 
account your thinking from the Workshop. If you work on the 
computer, work on a duplicate of the original file, in case you 
decide that it’s all gone horribly wrong. If you don’t feel terribly 
confident of grammar, syntax or spelling, now’s the moment to 
start taking that into account. As much as possible, look things up 
(for books to help you, see Appendix II), as that’s how you learn 
things. If you use the computer to spell-check, make sure the 
dictionary is set appropriately to UK or US English. And switch off 
the grammar checker: it assumes you’re writing business English, 
not creatively, and has a very narrow idea of good writing.

next step
We’ve looked at what you want to do in writing historical fiction, 
and how writing fiction is, essentially, the business of telling stories 
through how individuals act. Historical characters were formed in 
a world you can’t have known, so next we’ll look at how you might 
set about imagining, finding and developing your characters.
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